AQUA WATCH
SWIMMING POOL ALARM
IMPORTANT

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
MANUAL
HELPFUL HINTS AND TIPS
This product has been designed to aid in the detection of unwanted intrusions into
unsupervised pools. The AQUA WATCH SWIMMING POOL ALARM IS A SAFETY
ALARM SYSTEM AND NOT A LIFE SAVING DEVICE. “This device is not intended to
replace adult supervision or any other safety measures such as fences, gates, pool
covers, locks, etc.

Through your purchase of this alarm you have generously given a
percentage of the sale towards the Samuel Morris Foundation that is
Australia's first and only charity supporting children disabled by near
drowning or other hypoxic brain injuries, and targeting child drowning
prevention.

Aqua Watch Pool Alarms are proud to be members of SPASA NSW which
is the major industry body of the Swimming Pool and Spa Association of
NSW where all members agree to abide by a particular code of ethics.
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OUR COMPANY’S PRODUCT MEETS INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS FOR SWIMMING POOL ALARMS
Aqua Watch is Australia’s leading and largest importer of swimming pool alarms. We
have a comprehensive understanding of the needs of the swimming pool industry and are
solely focused on importing and distributing our broad range of products.
Our Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm offer’s the ultimate security system against
potential drownings in your swimming pool. We provide user-friendly, feature-rich, robust
and secure alarms which are subjected to rigorous testing before being released onto the
market. The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm redefined pool intrusion monitoring by
providing unparalleled accuracy and immediate notification of a child falling into a
swimming pool.

GENERAL
THE AQUA WATCH SWIMMING POOL ALARM is an electronic monitoring system that
automatically sounds an alarm when a child or pet over 5kg, falls into your unsupervised
pool. The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm is equipped with state-of-the-art pool alarm
technology - subsurface wave detection. It is feature-rich, simple to operate and has
been subjected to rigorous testing before released into the market. Entry into the pool will
be detected by the unit’s electronic sensor, thus triggering a loud pulsating alarm on the
pool side fitted unit and on a wireless receiver placed within your home.

INCLUSIONS
This pool alarm is packaged with the following contents.
Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm (White L shaped object)
Remote receiver (Black rectangular box)
Adapter (Two prong electrical power charger)
Handle (White carry handle)
Alarm Stabilizing Pin (ASP) (Silver screw 60mm long)
Magnetic Disc (Silver magnetic disk)
Operating Instructions Manual
If an item is missing, please contact your place of purchase for immediate replacement.
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CARE AND HANDLING
The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm is constructed from sturdy plastic to withstand
the environment of a swimming pool and local weather conditions. Care needs to be
taken when handling, to ensure against being dropped, kicked, etc. Please note this
is not a toy.
The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm is not a submersible unit. If the poolside unit
accidentally falls into your pool, remove it immediately and drain the water from it. Take
the unit apart as indicated in the Battery Replacement Procedure and remove the
batteries. Tip and shake unit to remove all excess water from inside. Dry the battery bay
with a cloth. Once dry, re-assemble and test thoroughly as described in the instruction
manual before placing it back in the water.

ATTACHING HANDLE
The two handle screws are located at the top of the poolside alarm unit; use them to fix
the handle onto the unit, (See Pictures Below).
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OPERATE AND CONTROL MODE
Your alarm system once placed in the water and activated analyses the surface of your
pool 24 hours a day for any unwanted intrusions. It will cease doing this once you activate
the temporary sleep mode by using the magnetic disc provided.
Magnetic Disc Use:
The magnetic disc is used to control the unit. If the disc is swiped over the round red
dot, the unit will beep 2 to 3 times, indicating that the unit has been deactivated
temporarily. A red light will also be visible.
If you need more magnetic discs, please contact your distributor.
The alarm is incredibly easy to operate and has the following modes:

Working Mode
When the poolside unit is installed in the pool, press the reset button (white button on the
front panel of the unit), your alarm will beep 2-3 times. Then after 3 seconds it will beep
another 2-3 times, which indicates that your alarm is NOW activated. A green light will
now show on the front panel of the unit that indicates that the alarm is now live and
active.

Temporary Stop And Sleep Mode
Slide the magnetic disc over the red dot (sensor) on the front panel of the poolside alarm
unit. The alarm will beep 2-3 times, which indicates that your alarm is now in sleep mode.
A red light will now show on the front panel of the unit that indicates that the alarm is now
in sleep mode.

Reset
Either wait for the unit to automatically re-arm itself or preferably push the white button on
the front panel of the poolside unit, which will automatically re-activate it. The green light
will show on the front panel of the unit that indicates that the alarm is now live and active.
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SILENT INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL FEATURE
Silent Installation
First set the system into sleep mode, using the magnetic disc by sliding it over the red dot
(sensor) on the front panel of the alarm unit (red light will flash and beep 3 times). You now
have 100 seconds to install the pool unit into your pool without the alarm sounding. Once
you have finished installation, press the ”reset” button (white button on front panel of
unit). Your poolside alarm unit is now live and active (green light will flash).

Silent Removal
Set the poolside alarm unit into sleep mode, using the magnetic disc by sliding it over the
red dot (sensor) on the front panel of the alarm unit (red light will flash and beep 3 times).
You now have 100 seconds to remove the poolside unit from the pool without the alarm
sounding. Once the Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm is removed, place it in an upright
position. Once in the position it will always stay in the sleep mode (See Picture
Below) .Please remove the battery if you are not going to us the unit for extended periods
of time.

To Use The Pool
When you wish to swim, place the system into sleep mode, using the magnetic disc by
sliding it over the red dot (sensor) on the front panel of the alarm unit (red light will flash
and beep 3 times). In sleep mode you will have up to 100 seconds to enter the pool
before it re-activates itself.
When you have finished swimming and there are no ripples or waves in the pool and the
surface is calm for about 100 seconds, the arm will automatically re-activate itself. The
alarm unit will beep 3 times followed by another 3 beeps shortly after. Do not leave the
pool unattended until you hear your alarm beep to indicate that it has rearmed. You can
also press the white RESET button to activate the alarm.
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BATTERY INSTALLATION / REPLACEMENT
Three batteries are required for the Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm. Two batteries for
the Poolside Alarm Unit and one for the Wireless Remote Receiver. Only use quality
branded 9 volt batteries.

To Install Or Replace Batteries On Poolside Unit
1. Remove the two screws located on either side of the alarm (See Picture Below).
2. Once removed, gently slide out the black casing with the electronics assembly. Do not
pull or jerk as this may damage wiring.
3. Place two new 9 volt batteries into the poolside unit by clipping them onto the snap
connectors and sliding them into their respective positions. If you are replacing old
batteries remove them from the snap connectors and check for any leakage or
corrosion. If leakage or corrosion is visible remove this as necessary before installing
new batteries.
4. Slide and gently insert the black casing with electronics assembly back into its original
position; be careful not to pinch internal hookup cables.
5. Replace the screws carefully using the same 2 screws.
6. If the batteries have been successfully installed, you will see a GREEN Led Light
flashing on the front panel of the poolside unit. This means that the unit is active and
armed. To disarm it slide the magnetic disc over the sensor (red dot) and the unit
should beep a few times and a RED Led Light should appear. It is now in sleep mode
and will re-activate itself within 100 seconds.
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Remote Wireless Receiver Battery Installation / Replacement
The Aqua Watch Remote Wireless Receiver (black rectangular box) is powered by a
standard 9 volt battery and electrical 220v adapter.
1. Remove the screw at the back of the wireless remote receiver. (See Pictures Below).

2. Carefully pull out the battery snap connector; pull gently
3. Place the battery in the snap connector and then place it back into the battery case
4. Fit the cover on the battery case and tighten the screw
After the battery is installed (without adapter), the wireless remote receiver’s indicator
RED light should come on. If this occurs, your installation was successful.
Once the battery is fitted, find a suitable place indoors where you wish to position the
unit. Plus the adapter into the wall socket and also into the wireless remote receiver.

Low Batteries
The batteries inside the poolside alarm unit should remain charged for approximately 2
years. In the event the batteries in the Poolside Unit or Wireless Remote Receiver start
going flat your units will start beeping intermittently. Replace all batteries in the event this
occurs immediately. On the remote receiver within the home, if the electricity fails, the unit
will automatically switch over to battery power. If the battery is flat, the unit’s indicator
light will not shine and / or you will hear a very faint beeping sound. If this occurs replace
the battery immediately.
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SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT
Our alarm sensitivity is adjustable but we do not suggest any end user do
adjustments. These have already been done prior to leaving our warehouse and have
been set according to leading industry standards. If accidents do happen as a result of
any adjustments being done by the end user, we will not be held responsible. Should you
still wish to adjust the settings please contact your distributor for full instructions.

PLACEMENT IN YOUR POOL
The figures below illustrates the best locations to install your alarm. The arrows in each
figure specify the best place/s in which to install your alarm for greatest effectiveness and
detection. If your pool is larger than 60 square meters or 5m x 12m or if you have an
irregular shaped pool, you may need additional alarms. Please contact your distributor
who will be able to advise you.

5m x 12m swimming pools or smaller (equivalent to 60m²)
The poolside unit also automatically compensates for variations in pool levels within
the unit’s operating range. The unit utilises a sensing throat which projects into the
water and its sensitive technology is designed to operate in most pools with an in-wall
skimmer. The sensing throat must not be less than 5 cm, (See Picture Below), and not
more than 15 cm into the water. Our poolside unit works best when the throat of the unit
is approximately 7 -10 cm in the water and the gap between the side of the pool and the
sensing throat should not be less than 2 cm. The SWIMMING POOL ALARM works with
almost all automatic pool cleaners, blankets and covers. It can also be used in spas.
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The poolside unit will not work effectively if your pool’s water level is not maintained
within the required levels of your alarm or is not installed correctly. Some irregular shaped
decks surrounding the pool, may not provide a level foundation edge for the poolside
unit. This minor problem can be overcome by appropriately supporting the poolside unit
with a support block.
Please don’t allow children to access the magnetic disc. This will avoid setting the system
into sleep mode accidentally. Although your alarm has an automatic re-activation
function, the system needs to wait 100 seconds before analysing the surface of the water.

INSTALLING YOUR POOL ALARM
Prior to permanently installing your poolside unit you should test the unit by pushing
an object of appropriate volume and weight off the pool edge at the furthest point
from the alarm. (A 5kg object such as a sack of potatoes or sand which has a similar
density to that of a human). The alarm should sound when the object is dropped into the
water. It may take a few seconds for the alarm to react to the water action.
After the alarm is activated, turn the alarm off, by sliding the magnetic disc over the
sensor. After resetting the alarm, wait until there are no waves in the pool, again drop the
object from a different position in the pool and test again. Perform these tests until you
are totally satisfied with the position of the poolside unit.
Permanent installation of your unit can be achieved using either method below. You will
require the hardware fittings included plus a phillips head screw driver and 10mm
masonry drill bit for (Installation Method “A”) or you can use waterproof liquid nails which
is available at most local hardware stores for (Installation Method “B”). For ease of
installation we recommend Method “B”.
Installation Method “A”
1. Position your poolside unit so that the sensing throat is in the water and the unit is
touching the coping (deck). Be sure to leave a small space (minimum 2cm) between the
sensing throat and the edge of your pool wall. The base of the sensing throat must also
be between 5 and 15 cm from the surface of the water (See Picture Below).
2. Unscrew the two side screws and slide out the casing so you can have access to the
precut hole for securing the unit to the coping (deck).
3. Mark with a pencil the spot where you wish to drill the hole for the poolside unit.
4. With the 10mm masonry drill bit, drill a hole 50mm deep, as straight as possible
through the coping (deck).
5. Place the plastic plug into the hole in the coping (deck).
6. Screw the Alarm Stabilizing Pin provided through the unit and into the coping (deck).
7. Replace the black casing carefully and place the side screws back into place.
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Installation Method “B”
1. Position your poolside unit so that the sensing throat is in the water and the unit is
touching the coping (deck). Be sure to leave a small space (minimum 2cm) between the
sensing throat and the edge of your pool wall. The base of the sensing throat must also
be between 5 and 15 cm from the surface of the water (See Picture Above).
2. Mark with a pencil the spot where you wish to place the poolside unit.
3. With the waterproof liquid nails, smear the glue under the unit where it will sit on the
coping (deck).
4. Place the poolside unit on the coping and place a weighted object (such as a brick) on
top of the unit to secure it’s position on the coping (deck).
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What Next?
Whether you use Method “A” or “B”, once the unit is correctly positioned, you need to
activate the pool alarm unit by pressing the RESET button (white button) on the front of
the poolside unit panel. Once you hear 3 beeps, you will also see the flashing red light go
to green and the alarm is now activated.
To ensure effectiveness, test the poolside alarm unit everytime you place it in the pool.
Please Note: The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm should not be placed too close to
the spray nozzles. The water turbulence may be too strong and falsely set the alarm off. It
is very important in pools to adjust all the eyeball fittings on your nozzles so that they face
down so as not to interfere with your pool alarm (See Picture Below).

REMOTE WIRELESS RECEIVER
The internal remote wireless receiver is similar to wireless remote control equipment,
which has a maximum range of 80 metres from the poolside unit.

Your remote wireless receiver is controlled by the poolside unit. Once the poolside unit
sounds, the receiver will receive the signal and sound immediately, the sound is 100dBA
at 1 metre. After the poolside unit has sounded, the internal receiver will stop after 7
seconds.
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When your internal remote wireless receiver beeps intermittently, it indicates that the
battery of the poolside unit is low, and the batteries must be changed immediately. The
poolside unit can be used with more than one receiver, for added protection. This means
that you can place several internal wireless monitors throughout the house, as long as
they are within 80 metres of the poolside unit. If you need more receivers, please contact
your distributor.

As the receiver is wireless, metal will shield the signal, so please do not place the remote
receiver behind a metal wall or on a metal door. Placing the remote wireless receiver in a
basement will also prevent the internal monitor from activating.
Test the remote wireless receiver before use. If the remote wireless receiver cannot
receive the signal, please move it to different locations until you are satisfied. If your
remote receiver is still not getting a clear signal or no signal at all from the poolside unit,
try the following: before plugging in the power supply, be sure to stretch out the cord; do
not leave it tied in a bow as packaged. When you first plug in the remote it should give
one short loud beep then stop. You may only have to move your remote a little to the left
or right to bring in the signal. In some cases you might have to move the remote to a
different location or another room. If you cannot get a signal on your remote wireless
receiver, please contact your distributor immediately.
Please note: Ensure you place the wireless remote receiver beyond children’s reach. This
is not a toy. Do not place the wireless remote receiver outside your home.
Make sure you don’t forget to install a 9 volt battery so that the remote wireless receiver
works without electricity due to power outage. Similarly, test the alarm with only a battery,
to simulate a power outage, should one occur.
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SWIMMING POOL SAFETY TIPS
Supervise children at all times.
Never permit them to swim alone. Never leave a child alone even for a few
seconds.
Always remove the entire solar cover from a pool before swimming.
Remember that alcohol and swimming do not mix.
Have your pool area fenced and the gate locked to prevent unauthorised entry
to the pool. Similarly, have your fence checked by a safety consultant (contact
your local council for people in your area).
Lock and secure all doors in the home which permit easy access out to the
pool.
Have an accredited swimming instructor teach your children how to swim and
the rules of being around water.
Maintain clean, clear water in the pool.
Do not swim during electrical storms.
Do not permit bottles, glass or sharp objects to be used around the pool.
Ask your local pool shop or maintenance company how you can improve your
pool safety - they will be glad to assist you.
Make sure that there are never objects around the pool fence that children can
stack up to obtain easy entry into the pool area.
Above all: remember that common sense, awareness and caution will allow
you to enjoy your pool.
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WARRANTY AND REPAIRS
The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm is sold with a limited warranty to cover defects in
parts and workmanship for a period of one year from date of purchase. (Retain proof of
purchase). If our alarm exhibits a defect, please contact your distributor immediately.
Unauthorised returns will not be accepted. Proper repair is only ensured when the alarm
is returned to the manufacturer.
The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm has been designed to aid in the detection of
unwanted intrusions into unsupervised pools. The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool
Alarm is an alarm system and NOT A LIFE SAVING DEVICE.
“This device is not intended to replace any other safety consideration, i.e., adult
supervision, fences, gates, pool covers, locks, etc., and some devices may not detect
gradual entry.”

SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO:
B&G Developments Pty Ltd
PO Box 359
Roseville NSW 2069
P: 02 9411 4902
F: 02 8569 2099
E: info@aquawatch.com.au
W: www.aquawatch.com.au
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HELPFUL HINTS AND TROUBLE SHOOTING
False Alarms
The poolside unit may on occasion trigger false alarms for different reasons. False alarms
can be minimised. However, it is important to remember that a false alarm is better than
no alarm at all.
WEATHER AND WIND - Strong winds and rain will not trigger the poolside alarm unit. If
winds are extremely strong, it may cause the water in the pool to move up and down the
poolside unit’s sensing throat, which may finally cause the alarm to sound. Normal wind
or rain will not effect the alarm.
Another false alarm could occur when the pool owner tries to install the alarm too soon
after swimming. After swimming, the water in the pool will rock or bounce up and down
the pool wall for some time depending on the size of the pool and the type of swimming
activity. Before installing the alarm, after swimming, the pool must be given time to
settle. Time will vary (around 10 to 15 minutes); once the the pool water is calm, it is time
to reactivate your Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm or let the unit automatically reset
itself.
A pool cleaner will not affect the alarm but if the cleaner head or the cleaner hose hits the
poolside unit alarm, it may cause a false alarm. It is therefore best to find a place around
the pool where the cleaner does not interfere with the poolside unit.

Alarm Placement
The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm should be placed on a flat, solid surface for best
results. The throat of the unit is designed to work in most pools with an automatic pool
cleaner. The water level in the throat is important and should be checked. The sensing
throat cannot be less than 5cm in the water, and not more than 15cm into the water. We
recommend that the sensing throat be approximately 10cm in the water for best results.

Alarm Will Not Sound
Be sure that all 9 volt batteries have been installed properly. If you are testing and
the poolside unit does not sound, be sure you are testing properly. Something without the
correct size, weight or volume will not set off your poolside unit alarm! Testing is very
important and should be done correctly and on a regular basis.

Care And Handling
The Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm is made of sturdy, rigid vinyl PVC-UV rated. As
the alarm is electronic and mechanical, great care should be taken not to drop the unit.
Like any other appliance, it may break. Sun and rain will not affect the alarm. The Aqua
Watch Swimming Pool Alarm unit is water resistant but not water proof. Great care should
be taken not to knock the alarm unit into the pool. If the alarm goes into the pool, there
are directions in the manual on how to dry it out, but more than likely it will have to be
returned to the factory for a service.
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QUICK DO’S AND DON’TS
Do read the manual carefully
Do install all required 9 volt batteries
Do untie the bow on the power supply of the wireless remote receiver
Do test the alarm properly and on a regular basis
Do carry your alarm by the handle
Do not leave until your unit has been re-activated after use of pool
Do replace the batteries on a regular basis
Do place the magnetic disc out of reach of children
Do supervise the pool at all times
Don’t drop your alarm as it may break
Don’t forget to install the spare battery for the wireless remote receiver
Don’t knock or drop your alarm in the pool
Don’t leave your children unattended around water

DISCLAIMER AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
The purchaser of the Aqua Watch Swimming Pool Alarm indemnifies and holds
harmless B&G Developments Pty Limited t/as Aqua Watch (ACN: 103 414 151), its
directors, shareholders, employees, agents and / or associates against any claim
whatsoever nature which may be brought against B&G Developments Pty Limited,
its directors, shareholders, employees, agents and / or associates by any person as
a result of death, injury, damage to or loss of property at any time arising out of or in
connection with the operation of the equipment or the failure of the equipment,
including, but not limited to a grossly negligent act or omission by B&G
Developments Pty Limited, its directors, shareholders employees, agents and / or
associates or as a result of the operation or failure of the equipment for any reason
whatsoever.
It is expressly agreed that the equipment sold and / or installed and / or maintained
as the case may be, is for the purpose of minimising the risk of a drowning, injury or
any other applicable cause of loss and not for eliminating such risk. B&G
Developments Pty Limited, its directors, shareholders, employees, agents and / or
associates will not be liable in contract or delict or otherwise of whatever nature
(including both direct and consequential loss) for any such loss or injury arising from
or caused by the operation or failure of the equipment, including any loss or injury
attributable to any negligent or grossly negligent act or omission of B&G
Developments Pty Limited and all such liability is expressly excluded.
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